Shindaiwa Trimmers are big on power and loaded with features that make them right for any environment.

Shindaiwa Trimmers are big on power and low on weight. A variety of engine choices - both in size and technology - will help you find the right trimmer for the job. Blade-ready T262X and T302X add even more versatility to the line-up. Speed-Feed® cutting heads that re-load in seconds without disassembly are standard on each model. Comfortable, ergonomic handles provide operator comfort for all-day operation.
T235
Fuel efficient, entry-level trimmer.
- 21.2 cc 2-stroke engine
- Solid shaft drive
- 1.62:1 gear ratio for more cutting torque
- Rubber anti-vibration grip on front and rear handle

T262
Redefining the performance standard for professional landscapers in North America.
- 25.4 cc 2-stroke engine
- Rubber anti-vibration grip on front and rear handle
- Two-stage air filtration system dramatically increases cleaning capability and allows for longer maintenance intervals
- 1.62:1 gear ratio for more cutting torque
- Solid shaft drive

T262X
Same engine as T262 but equipped for brushcutting with barrier bar, blade-mount hardware, harness and standard trimmer head.
- 25.4 cc 2-stroke engine
- Rubber anti-vibration grip on front and rear handle
- Two-stage air filtration system dramatically increases cleaning capability and allows for longer maintenance intervals
- 1.62:1 gear ratio for more cutting torque
- Includes equipment for blade usage (blade sold separately)

T302
Unique combination of engine size, horsepower and gear ratio provides superior cutting performance.
- 30.5 cc 2-stroke engine
- 1.62:1 gear reduction for fast, efficient cutting
- Two-stage air filtration system dramatically increases cleaning capability and allows for longer maintenance intervals
- Speed-Feed® 450 trimmer head reloads in seconds without tools or disassembly - accepts up to .130 in. line

T302X
Unique combination of engine size, horsepower and gear ratio provides superior cutting performance in a blade-ready package.
- 30.5 cc 2-stroke engine
- 1.62:1 gear reduction for fast, efficient cutting
- Two-stage air filtration system dramatically increases cleaning capability and allows for longer maintenance intervals
- Speed-Feed® 450 trimmer head reloads in seconds without tools or disassembly - accepts up to .130 in. line.
- Includes equipment for blade usage (blade sold separately)